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Low-Cost High Quality
DC/DC Converters
Keep your BoM under control and save development time! It is not only the design engineer
that wins by using RECOM products, but also the buyer as procurement begins and ends with
just one single module. No more specifying and sourcing of multiple components.
Modular DC/DC converters were always considered to be more expensive than discrete solutions. However, with the
commissioning of its own SMT factory, RECOM is able to offer selected converter series at very attractive prices. With
economy of scale, RECOM is able to realize cost savings of up to 50% compared to similar products without compromising quality. Unexpected problems such as component tolerances, testing failures and EMC issues coming from discrete
designs can lead to horrendous delays and re-design costs. The planned launch of a product can quickly be delayed by
months. Tested and certified DC/DC modules not only save on development time but also reduce the risk of time-tomarket delays and simplify the final certification process.

Main features:

Applications:

Low cost for mass production

Medium and large volume application

Standard outputs: 3.3V or 5V

Isolation for industrial bus systems and interfaces

Industry standard pinning

Test and measurement equipment

Wide operating temperature from -40°C to +85°C

Control and sensor power supplies

Tape & reel packaging available

Battery powered systems

UL/IEC/EN60950-1, 62368-1

R-78E series are a direct replacement for 78xx linear 		
regulators, no heatsink needed

RFB, RFM, RFMM: DC/DC converters at unmatched low prices
The RFB, RFM and RFMM DC/DC converters are typically used in cost sensitive power
isolation and voltage matching applications in board interfaces. The very high production volume creates a cost advantage, which is directly passed on to the customer.

RSOE and RSE: Low-cost DC/DC converters
RECOM's 1W RSOE and 2W RSE series are low-cost, isolated, regulated and short-circuit protected DC/DC converters designed primarily for industrial, transport and onboard 5V power supplies.

2W low cost DC/DC converters offer high isolation
The RKZE series is a cost-effective 2W DC/DC converter in an industry standard SIP7 case.
The extended operating temperature range runs from -40°C to +95°C, making these
converters suitable for demanding environments.

R-78E and ROF-78E: For high production quantities
The R-78E switching regulator module (0.5 or 1A output) offers all the advantages of a
switching regulator (high efficiency, wide input voltage range, accurate output voltage
regulation) with a low cost for production quantities. The ROF-78E series is the low-profile
open-frame version with a small footprint ideally suited to replace SMD linear regulators.

R1SE: Drives down the cost of 1W DC/DC SMD converters
The pricing has now been further reduced on the R1SE series from RECOM, with 1W of power, 1kVDC isolation, and 5V input/output. These modules find many applications in isolated
bus system interfaces and motor controllers.

R1SX and R1DX: Low profile & low cost 1W DC/DC SMD converters
The R1SX are thumb-nail sized SMD DC/DC converters that can be used to isolate 3.3V
and 5V supplies to separate control functions so that any local faults, such as shortcircuit or electrical interference do not cause system-wide outages. The R1DX series offer dual
outputs for applications that require bipolar supply voltages.

R0.5ZX and R1ZX: 0.5W and 1W with precise outputs
The R0.5ZX and R1ZX are based on the 2kVDC isolated low-profile R1SX SMD series but
include an internal linear regulator to give a precise, load independent and low noise
output. Typical applications include isolated 5V supplies for sensor, bus-interface and
precision test and measurement circuits.

REC3A, REC5A & REC6A: Cost-effective DC/DC converters
These 3W, 5W or 6W series are cost-down versions of the standard REC series. The
compact DIP24 modules (31.8 x 20.3 x 10.2 mm) with 2:1 input (4.5-9VDC; 18-36VDC)
provide a regulated 5VDC output and can be operated at 0% minimum load.
For more details please visit: www.recom-power.com/low-cost
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